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Unique Conditions

Topography conducive to trapping air

Favorable meteorology for farming

Abundant agricultural activity
Previous Work

Investigating ammonium nitrate sources & controls in the South Coast Air Basin
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Checking Functionality

\[
\frac{\partial (\text{Nitrate})}{\partial (\text{NH}_3, \text{an})}
\]

- 2\textsuperscript{nd} Order
- 1\textsuperscript{st} Positive
- 1\textsuperscript{st} Negative

\[m = 0.995, \quad R^2 = 0.812\]
GEOS-Chem Adjoint
Assimilation Approach

- **a priori emissions estimates**
- determine differences between observations *(TES, IMPROVE)* & modeled *(GEOS-Chem)* concentrations
- **new emissions estimates & sensitivities**
- assess whether *agreement* between observations & modeled concentrations suffice
- minimize the cost function by modifying specified parameters *(emissions)* with L-BFGS algorithm
Next Steps

• Complete integration of TES observation operator

• Perform assimilation of TES observations to adjust emissions rates over continental U.S.

• Evaluate new modeled concentrations against in situ observations
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Next Steps

- **a priori emissions estimates**
  - determine differences between observations & modeled (GEOS-Chem)

- **new emissions estimates & sensitivities**
  - assess whether agreement between observations & modeled concentrations suffice

- **minimize the cost function by modifying specified parameters (emissions) with L-BFGS algorithm**
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Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and Climate Change
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